A primitive-equation free-surface barotropic model was designed for the tropical belt. By the use of Shuman's difference system, experiments were made to test the effect of both approximate and correct boundary conditions on the forecast fields.
INTRODUCTION
At the National Meterological Center (NMC) we are developing a system for short-range large-scale forecasting in the Tropics. It is being done as a part of our responsibility as the analysis-forecast arm of the World Weather Center (Washington), established in December 1964. The system consists of acquisition of data, computerprocessing of data, numerical weather analysis, and numerical weather prediction. The present paper deals with the prediction model, and particularly emphasizes its viability in long-term integrations.
The model was not designed with such viability in mind. With the basic model developed, however, it was a great temptation to determine its stability characteristics, for it is an inexpensive model to run on a computer. Although the numerical system used has long since been reported [I] , it has remained obscure, being only occasionally referenced by writers dealing with long-term integrations, and never to the writers' knowledge tested or used in extended integrations. At NMC we have been using the numerical system for over six years now, but only for short-range predictions. The earlier work [l] , however, contains strong indications that the numerical system should be stable in extended calculations, because of the extreme initial conditions on which it was tested . 
FORECAST MODEL
Before solving for h, the right-hand values of equation
(3 2)
Now consider the equations for one-dimensional gravity (9.1) were normalized for two distinct sets of points to waves in a homogeneous incompressible layer with avoid the separation of solutions a t alternate points alvariations in one space dimension only.
lowed by the finite-difference form. Inflow-outflow a t the wall was made equal to zero by applying initially the a t the equator), At=10 min., and the mean value of h was 2500 m. Central time differences were taken after the first time step, which was forward.
The finite-diff erence which "' ed "'emicorrect boundary conditions for the forecast equations. momentum" is For purposes of generalization to two space dimensions, we note that these may be written One set of boundary conditions applied at the northern and southern walls (halfway between the outermost and the first interior grid rows) of a channel are: which amount to first estimates of the tendencies between grid points, which are then averaged to obtain the tendencies a t grid points. Applying this principle to our two-dimensional problem (equation (1)) leads to :
(7.3)
These are the finite-difference analogs used for the present study. Note that the map scale factor, m, and the Coriolis parameter, .f, vary with y only so that the operation on m a n d f has no effect, that is -2 m =m and likewise
J=f.
The u and 8 wind components were the initial data. The I n application u and h on the outermost grid row are made equal to values, respectively, a t adjacent points on the first interior grid row. The P on the outermost grid row is set equal to the negative of v a t the adjacent point on the first interior grid row. The philosophy behind the use of these as boundary conditions was that they provide for reflection of pure gravity waves a t the wall. It was reasoned that the inertial effects (due to the presence off in the equations) on the gravitational oscillations acted much more slowly than the gravitational oscillations themselves, and that, therefore, in attempting to provide a set of boundary conditions innocuous to the calculations, the inertial effects could be ignored, a t least for a limited time. As we shall see, this reasoning contained much of truth, but the time limit during which inertial effects a t the wall could be ignored turned out to be only a few days. These boundary conditions produced gravity waves in the forecast which "blew up" starting at about 13 days (see . .
M"S
- fig. 1 ). Although these conditions contain obvious inconsistencies, their simplicity of application provided an added incentive to try them. The correct boundary conditions are :
tion (11.2) is applied to the v field and insures no flow through the wall at any point. Equation (11.3) is applied to the h field and insures geostrophic flow along the wall. Applying the boundary conditions of equation (1 I), and using the wave number three initial flow we calculated a 4";ii;"+mYgh,= 0.
(11.3) forecast without smoothing to 100 days. (See figs. 2 to 6 .)
The u, fi, and h fields were printed initially and thereafter at each 12-hr. interval of the forecast. Several years of Equation (11.1) is applied to the u tendency field. Equa- experience have shown us that the most sensitive indicator RMS divergence have been chosen for display in figures of computational instability is not one of the quantities 1 and 2, Figure 2 shows the perfect stability of the which the hydrostatic differential equations conserve but, calculation with the correct boundary condition. Rootrather, the behavior of the vertical velocity (or divergence, mean-square divergence had a small value initially, which is closely related). For this reason, time-charts of remained small throughout the 100-day period, and 'X i FIGURE 4.-Top, middle, and bottom maps are the 1-day, a-day, and 3-day forecast h fields, respectively.
vaned with a cycle of approximately 13 time steps (2 hr., 10 min.). Mean height was calculated also at each time step and varied no more than 1 m. throughout the 100 days. As an interesting side experiment the forecast that started "blowing up" at 13 days was continued on from 14 days with the correct boundary conditions of equation (11). Values of root-mean-square divergence (see fig. 1 ) from this experiment indicated no further deterioration of the forecast. The most interesting forecast fields are of height, shown
